
FUNDAMENTAL COACHING   

By Lindsey Wright OLY, FIH Elite Coach  

BASIC SKILLS 

As a sports coach, we understand the importance of teaching basic skills to our players to enable 
them to develop, grow and consistently execute these crafts whether on the training pitch or during 
competition. The top hockey nations in the world all show their class when it comes to the 
performance of these basic skills under the immense pressure of competition. This is what ultimately 
separates the best from the best.   

When we coach our players’, we need to continuously express the importance of these skills being 
trained at a standard that produces a level of performance suitable for a game level. In my 
experience, I have witnessed the frustration of a lot of coaches out there who demand these 
expectations of their players during match periods yet accept substandard results during training 
periods. Yes, there will be mistakes, and we should encourage mistakes at training if the objective is 
to motivate the players to perfect these skills under the intensity of a game scenario.  

TRAINING SESSION 

We can break down these skill sets into areas of the field that they are commonly performed and we 
can do multiple skills across the training area that fit our game plan but the real success of developing 
and enhancing these skills will come down to the intensity and details that you demand from your 
players during the training period to fulfil these skills. Allow for understanding and rhythm of the drill 
then slowly introduce the challenges of time or execution pressure that rewards only the complete 
skill to advance them further to the end of the circuit that earns them the opportunity to score. 

We also continuously looking to entertain our players by using all sorts of fun gadgets during training 
times. While this does make it amusing and intriguing to the players the question is how much we are 
overlooking teaching the details of the fundamental skill so that they are able to carry it across to the 
game. Don't get me wrong, I enjoy the creative thinking of the gadgets but use them proactively to 
get the outcome that is important for their skill development rather than their recreation. After all, 
when they step on the field to play a game there are no tyres, rebound boards, ropes and hula hoop 
to make you form a decision. 

It is very important to encourage players to integrate new skills to their expected set of basic skills, 
however, I think we would all agree that kids today all want to perform "that" skill that is cool and in 
"AWE" to those watching on!!! However, if the skill adds no value to the progression of play and in 
most cases, possession is lost, rather encourage the player to pursue its perfection in their own 
training time until s/he understands how it can improve the outcome of the play and they have the 
confidence to introduce it when they feel they have a “fail-safe” opportunity in the game. 

 



REPETITION 

Repetition is also vital to the level of execution of these skills and with limited training time or 
sessions per week we tend to rush through or move to other areas of the game we think need more 
attention. If these are typical problems that occur, then I would recommend being proactive in your 
planning making sure that perhaps you can put together a multitude of skills & tactics into one drill 
that can be progressed towards a game outcome. The focus can also be advanced along with the 
challenges that the competitive game will bring to your cohort. 

Write down or get your players to voice their opinions on what they feel make good basics then set 
about making these key coaching points to communicate while doing the drill. I am a great fan of this 
type of coaching as it puts the responsibility back on the players’, but it also helps them to self-teach 
which will be much needed when faced by the pressures within a game. 

DECISION MAKING 

In my opinion, a basic skill does not just mean a particular skill action but also includes vision and 
decision making. These are two areas of the game that need continuous coaching and can be difficult 
to develop if they are not emphasised as part of the basic skill set requirement. Top players not only 
have brilliant basic skills, but they know when to use them due to their vision on the ball during the 
execution of the skill and the awareness of the pressure that is approaching them. Again, this can only 
be developed if they are trained under these conditions and repeated to allow for progression and 
confidence.  

CONCLUSION 

My message to all the local coaches is to provide the pressures and intensity that the game requires 
into your training. Allow the players to make mistakes under these pressures but challenge them to 
minimize these mistakes through repetition. If the drill is varied, stimulating and challenging you will 
be surprised at how engaged the players will become in achieving the required level of success. 
Reward them as individuals or as a team if they show good progression by allowing them to choose a 
game or drill, they enjoy. If they are young, it could be a challenge to get the coach to do something 
that they would find entertaining and for us rather humbling but enjoyable. Your choice!! 

 


